
Year 10 Fine artists - Taking Photographic 
sequences in preparation for the start of year 11

A sequence is a set of related images, though varied all share some common features that 
connect them as a group. 
You can express movement, mood, lighting changes, travel, time, story telling or a collection of 
similar subjects by grouping images as sequences. 

Use the examples of the artists and photographers on the following slides to inspire 
your own sequences of photographic image.

Take a little time to look at and study the work of the artists and photographers 
shown on the following slides. This will help you to plan how to take your own 
sequence of photos. 

Summer Task for fine art: - Take a sequence of 30 photographs over the 
summer period. 



Choose a theme or genre you wish to make progress with in your current fine art project. The aim of 
the Autumn term is to take a single personal idea a long way. 

Think about how you will take your photographs and what you will photograph. Plan where, when and what you will 
photograph. Make sure this is connected to the work you want to develop in your fine art folder.

Plan, design, direct and compose your new shoot very carefully using close connection to your chosen 
theme of study. 

Possible example of model ideas –
Take 30 photos of one external space in an urban environment  concentrate on spaces 
Take 2 sets of 10 photographs of 3 different models to inspire your portraits.
Take 30 shots of one building – 15 external and 15 internal shots if possible. 
Walk through one landscape and take 30 shots of this environment.
Take 30 photographs of one person only over many different days – focus on head shots only take all 
photos in one day – or take one photograph a day over 30 days.  

Summer assignment - Take 30 + photos of specific subject matter to resource you’re 
the work you will produce over the autumn term 2022. Get organised stay motivated, 
and stay safe when recording images for your work, stay aware of social distances, 
respect others and be with others when travelling to take photos. 



David Hockney – Hockney worked in sequences all his life – through the lens, through
the eye and through the eyepad. He repeatedly recorded images in repeat observing
and recording image after image with slight changes of detail. See images attached
above – each portrait image is of a different person but each image was made in a very
routine set environment and lighting.

Also see Olafur Elliason, Mark Klett and  
Martin Wilson



Artist - Francis Bacon

Record images of people – portraits, figure studies. Take photos 



Bernd and Hilla Becher

A typology is a collection of  the same subject that invite you to compare similar and 
contrasting qualities like in these water towers.     
Also see August Sander Typology of portraits, Tony Cragg and Peter Blake Museum of 
White



Eadweard Muybridge

Muybridge was the first person to
document movement on film by
setting up multiple cameras with trip
wires to capture a moving subject. His
studies not only reveal the sequence
of movement but also show a passage
of time and were the precursor
leading to some of the first “movies”.

Also see Marcel 
Duchamp and John 
Hilliard photography


